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Abstract The crater record of a planetary surface unit is often analyzed by its cumulative size‐frequency
distribution (CSFD). Measuring CSFDs involves traditional approaches, such as traditional crater counting
(TCC) and buffered crater counting (BCC), as well as geometric corrections, such as nonsparseness
correction (NSC) and buffered nonsparseness correction (BNSC). NSC and BNSC consider the effects of
geometric crater obliteration on the CSFD. On the Moon, crater obliteration leads to two distinct states in
which obtained CSFDs do not match the production CSFD—crater equilibrium and nonsparseness. Crater
equilibrium occurs when each new impact erases a preexisting crater of the same size. It is clearly
observed on lunar terrains dominated by small simple craters with steep‐sloped production CSFDs, such as
Imbrian to Eratosthenian‐era mare units. Nonsparseness, on the other hand, is caused by the geometric
overlap of preexisting craters by a new impact, which is also known as “cookie cutting.” Cookie cutting is
most clearly observed on lunar terrains dominated by large craters with shallow‐sloped production CSFDs,
such as the pre‐Nectarian lunar highlands. We use the Cratered Terrain Evolution Model (CTEM) to
simulate the evolution of a pre‐Nectarian surface unit. The model was previously used to simulate the
diffusion‐induced equilibrium for small craters of the lunar maria. We find that relative to their size, large
craters contribute less to the diffusion of the surrounding landscape than small craters. Thus, a simple scale
dependence cannot account for the per‐crater contribution to degradation by small simple and large
complex craters.

Plain Language Summary Impact cratering is the dominant surface process on the Moon due
to the absence of an atmosphere and limited geological activity. On most lunar terrains, the degradation
and erasure of craters are caused by new impacts. Most small craters degrade differently than very
large craters. Fresh, small craters have a bowl‐shaped form, and they get shallower over time until they
cannot be seen anymore. This process is called diffusive degradation and is caused by the cumulative
effects of craters that form in the surrounding area. Small craters are only rarely removed by the direct
overlap of larger craters, known as “cookie cutting.” In contrast, large craters are more likely to be lost by
cookie cutting. We use a computer model to simulate an old lunar surface with many large craters,
where small and large craters have the same relative influence on the diffusive degradation of the
surrounding terrain. The same model has been used to simulate how small craters degrade. When we
apply this model to terrains dominated by very large craters, we find that the simple scaling no longer
holds and, proportional to their size, small craters contribute more to diffusive degradation of the
surrounding area than large craters.

1. Introduction: The Evolution of Lunar Surface Units

The surface evolution of the Moon is largely controlled by impact cratering. Its surface provides a
well‐preserved cratering record that has long been used to also understand the surface evolution of planetary
bodies in the inner solar system (e.g., Baldwin, 1964; Hiesinger et al., 2012; Neukum, 1983; Neukum
et al., 2001; Öpik, 1960; Stöffler et al., 2006; Stöffler & Ryder, 2001). One big challenge, however, is that
the impact record of the most ancient lunar terrains is incomplete due to crater degradation and erasure pro-
cesses. This circumstance has led to a long debate about the bombardment history of the Moon, particularly
during the Nectarian and pre‐Nectarian periods. Investigations on such ancient lunar surface units showed a
change in the cumulative size‐frequency distribution (CSFD) slope, which has been attributed to the
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presence of multiple impactor populations that hit the lunar surface (e.g., Fassett et al., 2012; Marchi
et al., 2012; Strom et al., 2005; Strom et al., 2015).

Strom et al. (2005), Marchi et al. (2012), and Strom et al. (2015) proposed that the crater populations prior to
the Eratosthenian were distinct from those more recent and were part of a putative lunar cataclysm
(Tera et al., 1974). During this cataclysm, projectiles with different impactor characteristics hit the lunar sur-
face during a period of intense bombardment. Thus, the ancient lunar highland was postulated to have been
bombarded by an impactor population different from the one that shapes the lunar surface since the empla-
cement of the maria. However, the hypothesis that there was a distinct impactor population in the cataclysm
is disputed. Neukum and Ivanov (1994), Hartmann (1995), and Neukum et al. (2001) argued that a
single‐production population can entirely explain the lunar cratering record. The CSFD slope on ancient
lunar terrain is therefore not due to different impactor populations but to geologic resurfacing effects.

Marchi et al. (2012) proposed that an observed change in the CSFD of craters from the pre‐Nectarian onward
could be explained by an increase in the average impactor velocity over time. They attributed this change to
the dynamical evolution of objects destabilized from the main asteroid belt or an inner extension of the main
asteroid belt during the Nice model giant planet instability (Bottke et al., 2012; Gomes et al., 2005). However,
investigations by Orgel et al. (2018) suggest that the change in the observed crater size‐frequency distribution
noted by Marchi et al. (2012) and in earlier work could instead be a natural consequence of the cratering pro-
cess. Because each new crater causes a geologic resurfacing of the preexisting surface, as craters accumulate,
the geometric obliteration of preexisting small craters by larger ones causes a size‐dependent change in the
number of observed craters relative to the production population. This effect would be more pronounced for
more heavily cratered terrains, thus would only appear to be a change in the CSFD through time.

A number of recent studies (summarized by Hartmann, 2019) have led to the revision of the lunar cataclysm
theory. Michael et al. (2018) and Liu et al. (2019) argue that the radioisotopic dating of lunar rock samples, on
which the theory of the lunar cataclysm is based, is affected by a sample bias caused by the transport of
Imbrian impact melt. Biases in samples dated by the 40Ar/39Ar method may also give the appearance of a
cataclysm when none occurred (Boehnke & Harrison, 2016). Therefore, it is possible that the change in
the CSFD slope on ancient lunar surface units was not influenced by a cataclysm but by crater degradation
processes. Thus, to properly interpret ancient crater populations, we must better quantify how craters have
been degraded and erased over time.

Except in the limited regions affected by mare volcanism, the primary contribution to crater erasure on the
Moon has been from impact cratering itself (e.g., Öpik, 1960; Ross, 1968). As cratering progresses on a surface
unit, the cratering record typically reaches a state where on average every new impact erases a preexisting
crater of the same size. In this condition, the crater density of craters smaller than a certain size does not
increase anymore despite ongoing cratering. This condition is called crater equilibrium (e.g., Gault, 1970;
Melosh, 1989; Woronow, 1977). The largest crater diameter that is affected by this condition is called equili-
brium onset Deq. When the CSFD of crater populations in equilibrium is compared to a function of crater
production (e.g., Neukum, 1983; Neukum et al., 2001), the obtained cumulative crater frequencies (Crater
Analysis Techniques Working Group, 1979) typically do not follow a function of crater production but a
power law of the form

Neq Dð Þ ¼ aDb; (1)

where a is a coefficient constant and b is the equilibrium slope. Lunar surface investigations suggest that the
slope for populations of small simple craters (D < 1 km) in equilibrium is relatively constant at b~ − 2 (e.g.,
Gault, 1970; Hartmann, 1984; Hirabayashi et al., 2017; Minton et al., 2019; van der Bogert et al., 2017; Xiao &
Werner, 2015).

Crater populations in equilibrium, wherein the CSFD follows a power law in the form of equation 1, origi-
nate from a steep‐sloped (b < − 2) crater production CSFD in which degradation is dominated by small cra-
ters (e.g., Hirabayashi et al., 2017; Melosh, 1989; Richardson, 2009; Xiao & Werner, 2015). Hirabayashi
et al. (2017) found that in such an environment, the slope for crater populations in equilibrium is indepen-
dent of the slope of the crater production CSFD and that degradation processes on the surface determine the
equilibrium state. For shallow production CSFDs (b > − 2), in which degradation is dominated by large cra-
ters, it is expected that the slope of the production population would be maintained in equilibrium
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(Hirabayashi et al., 2017; Melosh, 1989). As a result, both the evolution of the equilibrium state and the CSFD
of crater populations in equilibrium are expected to differ from a small crater‐induced equilibrium.

It has been suggested that the slope of the production CSFDwould also be maintained in equilibrium for pro-
duction CSFDs that have both steep and shallow branches, such as is seen in the D > 20 km population of
craters of the ancient lunar highlands (Chapman & McKinnon 1986; Richardson, 2009). However, Minton
et al. (2019) showed that even in the case of the steep sloped D < 100 m crater population of the mare, the
equilibrium parameters a and b have a complicated dependence on how new craters of different sizes con-
tribute to the degradation of old craters via process like distal secondary formation, and also on and how
the visibility of craters to a human crater counter depends on size and accumulated degradation. These pro-
cesses are poorly constrained for D > 20 km scale craters, and thus whether or not the lunar highlands are in
a state of equilibrium and what an equilibrium CSFD looks like for the highlands remain open questions.
The equilibrium onset occurs when the spatial number density of craters of a particular size reaches that
of equilibrium. It is typical to specify the spatial number density of craters in equilibrium relative to that
of geometric saturation (Melosh, 1989). Geometric saturation describes a theoretical case of maximum crater
density at which circular features are arranged in a rim‐to‐rim configuration (Gault, 1970). The CSFD of a
geometrically saturated crater population is represented by a power law with a = 1.54 and b = − 2
(Gault, 1970; Xiao & Werner, 2015). It is common to represent the density levels of craters in equilibrium
as a fraction of the maximum possible crater configuration. On the lunar surface, CSFD observations suggest
that equilibrium for small simple craters occurs at 1–10% of geometric saturation (e.g., Gault, 1970; Xiao &
Werner, 2015). However, Povilaitis et al. (2018) investigated lunar surface units where the configuration of
large craters D > 40 km reaches more than 10% geometric saturation, without being in an equilibrium state.
Thus, it has been suggested that an arbitrary saturation level alone cannot evaluate the presence of crater
equilibrium (Povilaitis et al., 2018; Xiao & Werner, 2015), because crater degradation is likely a
size‐dependent process (e.g., Fassett & Thomson, 2014; Hirabayashi et al., 2017; Povilaitis et al., 2018;
Minton et al., 2019).

Modeling and CSFD observations suggest that crater degradation for small simple craters is dominated by
the topographic diffusion of impact craters (e.g., Craddock & Howard, 2000; Fassett & Thomson, 2014;
Hartmann & Gaskell, 1997; Minton et al., 2019; Soderblom, 1970). In a diffusion‐dominated degradation
environment, impact craters become shallower over time until they can no longer be distinguished from
the surrounding terrain. This process is mainly caused by continuous diffusive topographic degradation, also
known as soil creep. In this form of degradation, the crater rims are slowly eroded, and the inner bowls filled
in as surface material accumulate due to the preferred downslope transport of the loose material (e.g.,
Ross, 1968; Soderblom, 1970). This mechanism, where small craters erode larger ones, is also referred to
as sandblasting (e.g., Hartmann & Gaskell, 1997; Hirabayashi et al., 2017; Minton et al., 2019;
Richardson, 2009). Minton et al. (2019) concluded that sandblasting by primary impactors alone is not effec-
tive enough to induce the equilibrium CSFD to be <5% of geometric saturation as observed for simple, post-
mare craters. Instead, they concluded that the cumulative effects of energetic distal ejecta deposition, which
includes the formation of secondary craters, dominate diffusive crater degradation on the lunar maria.

The diffusion‐dominated equilibrium that characterizes the populations of D < ~100 m postmare craters
results in a very sparse spatial distribution of similar‐sized craters. On the other hand, craters with
D > 20 km on the oldest lunar surface units reveal an effect of nonsparse cratering (Kneissl et al., 2016;
Orgel et al., 2018; Riedel et al., 2018), where the number of visible craters is lower than the number of pro-
duced craters as well. In contrast to a diffusion‐dominated crater equilibrium, the number of visible craters
continues to increase with ongoing cratering and CSFDs do not follow an equilibrium power law (e.g.,
Fassett et al., 2012; Orgel et al., 2018). Furthermore, crater density rates on the lunar highlands can reach
geometric saturation levels of 10% or more (Povilaitis et al., 2018), which is higher than the geometric satura-
tion rates at which crater equilibrium (wherein the CSFD follows an equilibrium power law) typically occurs
for smaller craters (Xiao & Werner, 2015). The nonsparseness effect is caused by the geometric overlap of
existing craters by a larger impact. This process is also referred to as cookie cutting (e.g., Hirabayashi
et al., 2017; Minton et al., 2019; Richardson, 2009; Woronow, 1977). Due to the erasure of the previously
existing crater record, the new impact contributes to a partial resurfacing of the smaller craters on the surface
unit. Thus, the observed crater densities are lower than the total number of produced craters. Orgel
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et al. (2018) investigated this effect for craters with D > 20 km on the remnants of lunar basins. They found
that by excluding areas of crater obliteration from the crater count area via nonsparseness correction (NSC)
or buffered nonsparseness correction (BNSC) methods (Kneissl et al., 2016; Riedel et al., 2018), the mismatch
between the CSFD and crater production function on the heavily cratered Nectarian and pre‐Nectarian
surface units can be corrected (Figure 1b). Traditional CSFD measurement techniques like traditional
crater counting (TCC; used, e.g., by Neukum, 1983, and Hiesinger et al., 2012) or buffered crater counting
(BCC; used, e.g., by Tanaka, 1982, and Fassett et al., 2012) do not correct this effect.

Investigations on diffusive crater degradation and nonsparse cratering suggest that crater degradation affects
the evolution of sparsely and heavily cratered surfaces on the Moon differently. In this work, we use a
three‐dimensional surface evolution model to investigate how the most ancient lunar terrain evolved under
the influence of both topographic diffusion arising from distal energetic ejecta as well as cookie cutting. To
this end, we apply diffusion models that were previously constrained from simulations of the evolution of a
terrain dominated by small simple craters that reach a state of equilibrium (Minton et al., 2019). We model
the evolution of a pre‐Nectarian surface unit to investigate whether the per‐crater contribution to topo-
graphic diffusion scales in an environment in which the nonsparseness effect occurs.

Figure 1. Pre‐Nectarian surface observations by Orgel et al. (2018). The authors conducted crater size‐frequency distribution measurements of craters with a
diameter of 20–200 km, which are located on the remnants of lunar basins. Those units in which the absolute model age is older than the Nectaris unit
(4.17 Ga) were considered pre‐Nectarian. Figure 1a shows the location of the pre‐Nectarian surface units as identified by Orgel et al. (2018) and a section of such
surface unit. Figure 1b shows the obtained crater size‐frequency distributions from BCC (red) and BNSC (orange) measurements on pre‐Nectarian surface
units. The crater size‐frequency distribution obtained with BNSC is in a better agreement with the lunar production function by Neukum (1983) (gray) than the
crater size‐frequency distribution obtained with the BCC technique.
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2. Modeling Surface Evolution With CTEM
2.1. Modeling Crater Degradation

We use the Cratered Terrain Evolution Model (CTEM) (Minton et al., 2015; Minton et al., 2019;
Richardson, 2009) to simulate the evolution of a cratered surface on the Moon. CTEM uses a user‐defined
impactor population to form craters on a planetary surface unit over time. Unlike other codes to study sur-
face evolution (e.g., Hartmann & Gaskell, 1997; Marchi et al., 2012; Woronow, 1985), CTEM generates a
three‐dimensional surface model with human‐calibrated crater counts (Minton et al., 2015; Minton
et al., 2019). CTEM simulations have been used to study cratering‐related processes on the Moon such as
the crater equilibrium of large highland craters (Richardson, 2009), the flux of ancient lunar impactors
(Minton et al., 2015), and the effects of distal ejecta on both surface mixing (Huang et al., 2017) and small
crater equilibrium (Minton et al., 2019). In this context, the surface evolution models in CTEM have under-
gone some modifications over time. For our study, we use the surface evolution models that Minton
et al. (2019) implemented into the CTEM code. In this model, four processes contribute to the erasure of
existing craters by new impacts: cookie cutting, low‐velocity proximal ejecta blanketing, sandblasting by pri-
mary impacts, and sandblasting by high‐velocity distal ejecta (secondary impacts parameterized with a topo-
graphic diffusion model). When describing the degradation models, we differentiate between existing craters
with radius r that experience degradation and a new impact with radius ř that contributes to the degradation
of the preexisting landscape.

2.2. Cookie Cutting

Cookie cutting describes a geometric crater obliteration process, where a new crater superposes smaller cra-
ters during impact. All craters whose rims are located within the rim of the new, larger crater are erased.
Cookie cutting can cause large‐scale resurfacing of the preexisting terrain.

2.3. Proximal Ejecta Blanketing (Low‐Energy Ejecta Deposition) and Sandblasting

When a new impact forms on the CTEM‐generated surface, the excavated material forms a continuous blan-
ket around the crater rim. The ejecta thickness h is approximated by a function of distance d from the rim of a
fresh crater with radius ř:

h ¼ hrim
d
ř

� �−3

: (2)

hrim describes the ejecta thickness at the rim and is determined by hrim ¼ 0:14*ř0:74 (Fassett et al., 2011;
McGetchin et al., 1973). The proximal ejecta blanket is geometrically similar for craters of all sizes and there-
fore represented in a simplified manner.

When a fresh crater forms on a slope, the proximal ejecta deposits preferably move in downslope direction
(e.g., Ross, 1968; Soderblom, 1970). This leads to a crater obliteration process called sandblasting, where
small craters degrade the slopes of larger craters and slowly fill the large crater with proximal ejecta.
Proximal ejecta also degrades craters by burying them (e.g., Fassett et al., 2011). The efficiency with which
ejecta of a given thickness buries craters of a given depth is determined using a topographic diffusion model
(see section 2.2).

2.4. Distal Ejecta Blanketing (High‐Energy Ejecta Deposition)

In addition to the low‐energy proximal ejecta, an impact excavates high‐energy secondary projectiles that are
deposited at a great distance from the crater rim (e.g., Speyerer et al., 2016). The secondary projectiles hit the
surface and contribute to proximal ejecta blanketing and sandblasting in the same way as the primary impac-
tors. Minton et al. (2019) concluded that this distal energetic ejecta deposition dominated the degradation of
simple craters. For simplicity reasons in this work, we ignore the spatial complexity of distal ejecta rays (e.g.,
Elliott et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2017; Minton et al., 2019) in the simulations. Instead, we assume that the
distal ejecta is deposited uniformly over a circular region. Although Minton et al. (2019) placed constraints
on the strength of energetic distal ejecta degradation needed to produce the observed equilibrium of post-
mare craters, we allow the strength to vary as a parameter in our simulations for the ancient lunar terrains.
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2.5. Modeling Topographic Diffusion With CTEM

In the CTEM models by Minton et al. (2019), topographic diffusion from new impacts is modeled as a
linear accumulation of a degradation state K. Under a classical diffusion model in which the diffusivity,
κ, is constant over time, t, the degradation state is given by K = κt. In a diffusion‐dominated degradation
mode, the more K a crater accumulates, the shallower it appears. There are two functions to quantify the
degradation state of a crater: a visibility function Kv(r) and a degradation function Kd řð Þ. The visibility
function quantifies how much degradation is required to fully degrade a crater.

The degradation function, on the other hand, determines how much a single impact event contributes to
the degradation of the surrounding surface. Here, each new crater of a radius ř contributes a certain
amount to the degradation state K of the existing landscape. Geometric crater obliteration, or cookie
cutting, can also be described using the degradation state framework. When a large crater completely
overlaps a smaller crater, it produces Kd řð Þ ¼ Kv rð Þ.
The area around a new impact that is affected by topographic diffusion from high‐energy ejecta deposits
from the formation of a new crater is finite. In the simulations, we model this in a simplified way using
a circular region of radius f eř, where the extent is controlled by the size of a new crater and the scale
factor fe. Here, the per‐crater contribution to topographic diffusion is spatially averaged and uniformly
distributed across the degradation region (Figure 2). The intensity with which each new impact
contributes to the diffusive degradation of the preexisting landscape is determined by the degradation
function:

Kd řð Þ ¼ Kd;1řψ: (3)

The coefficient Kd,1 regulates the strength of diffusive degradation, and the slope ψ controls how the
per‐crater contribution to topographic diffusion scales with crater size. In this work we set ψ = 2 for all
the simulations. Because Kd has units of m2, ψ = 2 represents a case where Kd,1 contains no information

Figure 2. This image shows how crater degradation from cookie cutting, proximal ejecta blanketing, and distal ejecta blanketing is modeled in the simulations. In
this example, there are five craters A–E with various degradation states on the modeled surface (Figure 2a). Black indicates that a crater is fresh; light gray means
that a crater is highly degraded from diffusive degradation processes. After a new impact of radius ř occurs, some of the preexisting craters are subject to
crater degradation (Figure 2b). Here, Crater E is erased due to cookie cutting. The impact craters within the circular degradation region of radius f eř, C and D,
experience diffusive degradation from proximal (Kd,ej) and distal (Kd řð Þ) ejecta. Dark areas represent a higher contribution to topographic diffusion than bright
areas. Kd řð Þ is uniformly distributed over the degradation region. The influence of proximal ejecta blanketing on topographic diffusion decreases rapidly
with growing distance from the fresh crater. In this example, the new impact does not contribute to the degradation of Craters A and B.
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about scale. This implies that there is a simple scale dependence in the per‐crater contribution to topographic
diffusion. In other words, a tenfold increase in diameter increases a crater's contribution to topographic dif-
fusion by a hundredfold. In such an environment, impact craters exhibit geometric similarity. Accordingly,
the relative contribution to topographic diffusion of small craters equals that of large craters.

The amount that low‐energy ejecta deposition contributes to diffusive crater degradation depends on the
ejecta thickness h, given by equation 2. Compared to the contribution of diffusive degradation by distal
ejecta, proximal ejecta blanketing has little influence on diffusive crater degradation.

Kd;ej ¼ 1:5h2 (4)

When a new impact forms on the modeled terrain, the preexisting craters of radius r within the degradation
region accumulate an amount of K according to equations 3 and 4. A crater can accumulate a certain amount
of K before it is considered too degraded to be observed and, thus, not countable anymore. The maximum
amount of K that a crater can accumulate is determined by the visibility function:

Kv rð Þ ¼ Kv;1r
γ : (5)

The visibility function is calibrated by investigating the depth‐to‐diameter (d/D) ratio of simple craters on a
CTEM‐generated surface unit. Minton et al. (2019) used human crater counts to determine a minimum d/D
ratio at which diffusively degraded craters are typically not recognized by visual interpretation anymore. By
normalizing the minimum d/D ratio with respect to K, they determined a visibility function with the
coefficient Kv,1 = 0.17 and a slope γ = 2 that describes the maximum amount of K that craters can assemble
before they are fully degraded. As in the ψ = 2 case mentioned above, γ = 2 represents a condition where
craters exhibit geometric similarity, since Kv has units of m

2. This indicates that a tenfold increase in dia-
meter requires a hundredfold increase in K to fully degrade it.

3. Modeling Pre‐Nectarian Lunar Surface Evolution Under Various Intensity
Levels of Diffusive Degradation

Minton et al. (2019) applied the diffusion models to investigate the influence of distal ejecta from small sim-
ple craters on crater equilibrium. The simulations were conducted under the assumption that craters exhibit
geometric similarity. However, because large complex craters are morphologically different from small sim-
ple ones (e.g., Kalynn et al., 2013; Pike, 1977; Williams & Zuber, 1998), it is not clear how well geometric
similarity approximates both the per‐crater contribution to topographic diffusion as well as the required
amount of diffusive degradation to erase a crater.

In order to investigate how topographic diffusion contributes to lunar surface evolution, we model the evo-
lution of a pre‐Nectarian surface unit that contains larger craters than those investigated by Minton
et al. (2019)—with diameters between 15.4 and 905 km. However, the diffusive effects of craters at all scales
down to 12 μm in diameter are taken into account during surface evolution (Minton et al., 2019). The model
impactor population reproduces the Neukum et al. (2001) crater production function.

For the simple mare craters, Minton et al. (2019) used a “cutoff” value of d/D = 0.05 as a proxy for a fully
degraded simple crater. However, the d/D of fresh complex craters is shallower than that of small simple cra-
ters, such that fresh craters with D > ~80 km would have d/D < 0.05 (Pike, 1977). Clearly, a constant d/D
cutoff value is an imperfect proxy for degradation state. Also, currently, CTEM does not model the full mor-
phological complexity of complex craters, such as terraced walls and central peaks/peak rings. Thus, it is
more difficult to calibrate the crater counting algorithm in a realistic way for complex craters relative to their
simple counterparts.

Qualitatively, the shallower initial d/D andmorphological complexity suggest that it would require relatively
less‐accumulated degradation K to render a complex crater uncountable compared to a simple crater.
However, for simplicity, in this study we assume instead that the visibility function parameters are the same
for complex craters as simple ones (Kv,1 = 0.17 and a slope γ = 2) and compute the resulting d/D cutoff value
for complex craters as a function of crater size. This should result in somewhat higher observed crater
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number densities in our simulations compared to a more realistic treatment, though our results are much
more strongly influenced by the degradation function than the visibility function (see the
supporting information).

We assume geometric similarity for the degradation function (ψ= 2) and apply three different values for Kd,1

to vary the strength of the per‐crater contribution to topographic diffusion. For simplicity, the diffusion from
high‐velocity ejecta occurs over a circular degradation region with fe = 10. The modeled surfaces have a
square dimension of 2,000 × 2,000 pixels, with 6,160 km on each side and a resolution of 3.08 km/pixel.
Craters smaller than the resolution limit (D < 15.4 km) are not modeled as individual craters but still contri-
bute to diffusive degradation. For each pixel, their contribution to topographic diffusion is determined and
scaled to the pixel area (Minton et al., 2019). We analyze the crater densities on the modeled surface units
and compare the results to observations on pre‐Nectarian surface units in section 4.

3.1. Simulation 1: Strength of Kd,1 Corresponds to Mare Observations (Kd,1 = 0.003)

Minton et al. (2019) used Kd,1 = 0.003, fe = 10, and ψ = 2 to model a surface unit that reproduces the crater
equilibrium of the Apollo 15 landing site. In this simulation, we investigate howwell the parameterization of
the diffusion model scales with increasing crater size and surface age.

3.2. Simulation 2: Strength of Kd,1 Is Reduced to 1/30th of the Mare Intensity (Kd,1 = 0.0001)

In the second simulation, we reduced the strength of the degradation function by a factor of 30 to
Kd,1 = 0.0001. Here, we investigate how precisely CTEMmodels a pre‐Nectarian surface unit when the effect
of topographic diffusion from secondary impacts is reduced. In this simulation, the relative contribution of
cookie cutting and proximal ejecta blanketing to surface evolution is higher than in Simulation 1.

3.3. Simulation 3: No Extra Diffusion From High‐Energy Ejecta Deposits (Kd,1 = 0)

We apply Kd,1 = 0 to investigate the evolution of a pre‐Nectarian surface unit when no topographic diffusion
from secondary craters contributes to crater erasure. In this simulation, only the accumulation of proximal
ejecta is modeled as a diffusive process. Hence, cookie cutting and proximal ejecta blanketing dominate cra-
ter erasure in the third simulation.

4. Results

We simulate the surface evolution of a pre‐Nectarian surface unit in order to constrain how distal topo-
graphic diffusion influences the evolution of large craters on the most ancient lunar terrain. To this end,
we conduct CSFDmeasurements on the modeled surfaces and compare the obtained results to lunar surface
observations. Because we constrain the production CSFD to be that of the Neukum production function
(Neukum et al., 2001), any deviations in the observable CSFD of simulated craters must be the result of
size‐dependent crater degradation processes. We consider a modeled surface to be similar to that of a
pre‐Nectarian surface unit when (1) the obtained CSFDs do not follow an equilibrium power law, (2) a nota-
ble nonsparseness effect is present, and (3) the crater spatial number density is at about 10% geometric
saturation (Fassett et al., 2012; Kneissl et al., 2016; Orgel et al., 2018; Povilaitis et al., 2018; Xiao
& Werner, 2015).

We use a modified version of CSFD Tools (Riedel et al., 2018) to allow CSFD measurements on the
CTEM‐generated Cartesian plane with a repeating boundary condition. The CSFDs of visible craters are
measured using the TCC and NSC techniques (Kneissl et al., 2016; Riedel et al., 2018). We consider the non-
sparseness effect to be significant when there is a prominent difference between obtained CSFDs from the
TCC and NSC approaches. In the NSC approach, we consider only the area within the crater rim as relevant
for crater erasure. We do not consider any proximal ejecta blanket in the geometric overlap of
preexisting craters.

We use Craterstats (Michael & Neukum, 2010) to analyze the obtained CSFDs in terms of nonsparseness
effects, crater equilibrium conditions, and geometric saturation levels. A population is considered to be in
equilibrium when the small crater CSFD largely does not follow the CSFD of the produced craters, but a
power law function of the form of equation 1. When a population is in equilibrium, we use a least squares
fit to determine the parameters a and b of the equilibrium power law. Geometric saturation rates are derived
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by comparing the CSFDs and equilibrium functions to a power law with a = 1.54 and b = − 2, which
describes a geometrically saturated crater population (Gault, 1970; Xiao & Werner, 2015).

4.1. Simulation 1: Strength of Kd,1 Corresponds to Mare Observations (Kd,1 = 0.003)

In this simulation, we investigate how the degradation parameters that successfully reproduced the surface
evolution for the Apollo 15 landing site (Minton et al., 2019) scales with size. Because we assume geometric
similarity, craters of all sizes share the same relative contribution to surface degradation and also share the
same relative relationship between accumulated degradation and visibility.

Figure 3a shows how the lunar surface would look if large complex craters on the lunar highlands shared the
same relative contribution to topographic diffusion as small simple craters on the lunar maria. The modeled
terrain appears very smooth with various highly degraded craters. This implies that topographic diffusion
has a strong influence on the surface evolution. This is also evident in the obtained CSFDs. Because there
is hardly any difference between the SFDs from the TCC and NSC approaches, the nonsparseness effect is
negligible. Accordingly, the influence of cookie cutting on crater erasure is low, compared to
diffusive processes.

The strong influence of topographic diffusion in combination with the variable sloped CSFD of the produc-
tion population also causes the observed CSFD to reach an equilibrium state that is quite different fromwhat
is observed on the lunar surface. For craters smaller than 600 km in diameter, the CSFD follows an equili-
brium power law with a= 2.45 * 10−3 and a slope of b= − 1.09. This is much shallower than the crater equi-
librium for small simple craters on the lunar maria (e.g., Gault, 1970; Hartmann, 1984; Xiao &Werner, 2015).
The equilibrium onset Deq = 600 km occurs at 5.4% geometric saturation. Craters with D = 15 km only exhi-
bit 0.2% geometric saturation.

Overall, both the crater spatial density and the morphology of the modeled surface differ from that on
pre‐Nectarian surface units. Figure 4 shows the geometric saturation rates on both the modeled surfaces
and the pre‐Nectarian units that Orgel et al. (2018) investigated. In the data set that Orgel et al. (2018) used,
craters appear in the densest configuration at diameters of 55–70 km. Here, the crater configuration exceeds
8% geometric saturation (BCC) and 10% geometric saturation (BNSC), respectively. On the modeled terrain,
such dense crater configurations do not occur. The crater spatial distribution is densest at Deq = 600 km and
becomes less dense with decreasing crater diameter. When we compare the results from this simulation to
CSFD analyses on the lunar surface (Fassett et al., 2012; Orgel et al., 2018; Povilaitis et al., 2018), it becomes
evident that the influence of topographic diffusion on the evolution of a pre‐Nectarian surface unit is strongly
overestimated in this simulation. Accordingly, when normalized by crater size, the relative contribution to
topographic diffusion from secondary impacts must be lower for larger crater diameters than it is for the
small simple craters that Minton et al. (2019) investigated.

4.2. Simulation 2: Strength of Kd,1 Is Reduced to 1/30th of the Mare Intensity (Kd,1 = 0.0001)

Because the per‐crater contribution to topographic diffusion was overestimated in Simulation 1, we next
investigate a scenario in which we reduce the strength of the contribution of distal degradation. In a first
study, we reduced the degradation function coefficient by 1 order of magnitude to make the scaling more
intuitive. However, we found that the surface evolution models were still strongly dominated by topographic
diffusion. For this reason, we further reduced Kd,1 by 1/30th of the value of Simulation 1.

Figure 3b shows that the modeled terrain of Simulation 2 has a rougher surface than that of Simulation 1
(Figure 3b). However, the obtained SFDs from NSC and TCC continue to coincide. This indicates that the
nonsparseness effect is still negligible and that the effects of topographic diffusion continue to dominate cra-
ter erasure. For craters with D < 150 km, the obtained SFDs transition into an equilibrium state where the
SFDs follow a function with a discontinuous slope.

The CSFDs of large craters follow a steeper equilibrium power law than the CSFDs of smaller craters. We
approximate the equilibrium condition by fitting two power law functions to the CSFD. One function
approximates the steeper part of the CSFD for craters between 40 and 150 km in diameter. A second function
approximates the shallower part of the CSFD for craters with 15 to 40 km in diameter. We determined a
power law function with a = 7.94 * 10−3 and b = − 1.46, which describes the steep part and a function with
a = 3.55 * 10−4 and b = − 0.6, which describes the shallow part of the CSFD in equilibrium. Both slopes are
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much shallower than those observed for crater equilibrium on the lunar maria (e.g., Hartmann, 1984; Xiao &
Werner, 2015). The equilibrium onset Deq = 150 km occurs at 7.7% geometric saturation. The transition to
the shallower equilibrium power law at Deq = 40 km occurs at 4% geometric saturation. Craters with a dia-
meter of 15 km appear in a configuration of 1% geometric saturation. Here, craters occur at a denser

Figure 3. Modeled terrains with obtained cumulative and relative size‐frequency distributions. Each row represents the results of one simulation. The results of (a)
Simulation 1: Kd,1 = 0.003; (b) Simulation 2: Kd,1 = 0.0001; and (c) Simulation 3: Kd,1 = 0. The CSFDs are illustrated in a log binning. SFDs of produced
craters (gray) follow an isochron of the Neukum et al. (2001) production function that corresponds to a model age of 4.25 Ga. Note that the scale of the modeled
terrain is different than in Figure 1a.
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configuration than in Simulation 1. However, the crater saturation levels on themodeled terrain are different
from the pre‐Nectarian surface units that Orgel et al. (2018) investigated (see Figure 4). In this simulation,
craters larger than 100 km in diameter are in a much denser configuration than those observed on
pre‐Nectarian units. Craters of 15–100 km in diameter, on the other hand, are in a less‐dense
configuration. This indicates that the topographic diffusion by distal ejecta continues to dominate crater
erasure. Therefore, the relative contribution to topographic diffusion for craters larger than 15 km in
diameter must be less than 1/30th of that of small simple craters.

4.3. Simulation 3: No Extra Diffusion From High‐Energy Ejecta Deposits (Kd,1 = 0)

Kd,1 = 0 represents a scenario in which no topographic diffusion from distal ejecta contributes to the evolu-
tion of a pre‐Nectarian surface unit. Hence, cookie cutting and proximal ejecta blanketing are the only pro-
cesses that lead to crater erasure. Since there is only little smoothening from diffusive processes through
proximal ejecta blanketing, the modeled terrain appears very rugged (Figure 3c). This indicates that cookie
cutting dominates crater erasure in this simulation.

The strong influence of cookie cutting is also apparent in the obtained SFDs. Here, the application of NSC
leads to an increase in crater frequencies and to a better representation of crater production over the TCC
approach. This is consistent with the observations by Orgel et al. (2018) and shows that a cookie
cutting‐dominated crater degradation environment causes the nonsparseness effect. In this regime, the num-
ber of visible craters is lower than the number of produced craters. In contrast to crater equilibrium, however,
the crater densities continue to increase as the bombardment progresses. For this reason, craters on the simu-
lated terrain are in a much denser configuration compared to Simulations 1 and 2 (Figure 4). Craters of 15–
200 km in diameter are at a spatial number density of 9.1–16.4% (TCC) and 9.6–21.8% (NSC) geometric satura-
tion. The crater configuration is densest for craters around 40 km (TCC) and 30 km in diameter (NSC). This
roughly corresponds to the diameter range inwhich the crater density in the areas studied byOrgel et al. (2018)
is highest. However, the crater density on pre‐Nectarian surface units is lower than in this simulation (Orgel
et al., 2018; Povilaitis, 2018). Accordingly, craters on themodeled surface unit persistmuch longer than on the
Moon. This implies that although we can simulate a surface evolution that reproduces the nonsparseness
effect and no crater equilibrium, we clearly underestimate the intensity of crater degradation when we ignore
the diffusive effects of high‐velocity ejecta on lunar surface evolution.

5. Interpretations

The simulations in this work, together with lunar surface investigations, reveal that there are two different
crater degradation environments on the Moon. In one regime, topographic diffusion dominates the

Figure 4. Geometric saturation levels of craters on simulated and observed pre‐Nectarian surface units. Crater densities
determined using traditional CSFD measurement techniques (TCC and BCC) are represented in a darker hue than their
comparative populations, which were determined using geometric corrections (NSC and BNSC).
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degradation of existing craters; in another regime, cookie cutting dominates the erasure of preexisting cra-
ters. The former causes the CSFDs to follow an equilibrium power law; the latter leads to the nonsparseness
effect, where the application of NSC results in a better recovery of the production function. Crater equili-
brium, wherein the CSFD follows an equilibrium power law with b~− 2, has been observed for small simple
craters (e.g., van der Bogert et al., 2017 Gault, 1970; Hartmann, 1984; Xiao & Werner, 2015). Nonsparseness,
on the other hand, affects large craters on pre‐Nectarian surface units (Kneissl et al., 2016; Orgel et al., 2018;
Riedel et al., 2018). This indicates that the different crater degradation environments depend on both crater
size and surface age. When Minton et al. (2019) concluded that the high‐energy deposition of distal ejecta is
the primary process that causes crater equilibrium, they modeled the surface evolution for craters with
D≤ 200 m. Craters in this size range are morphologically similar (Pike, 1977) andmay be expressed by a sim-
ple scale dependence where craters exhibit geometric similarity. When we applied the same parameteriza-
tion to craters with D > 15 km in Simulation 1, we did not generate a surface that is consistent with a
pre‐Nectarian surface unit with nonsparseness. Instead, we generated a surface unit in which the CSFD fol-
lows an equilibrium power law. The same happened when we reduced the per‐crater contribution to topo-
graphic diffusion to 1/30th compared to the first simulation.

Only when we ignored the effects of distal ejecta on topographic diffusion were we able to simulate a
pre‐Nectarian surface unit that is to some extent consistent with the observations by Orgel et al. (2018).
This illustrates that the simple scale dependence that controls diffusive crater degradation, indicated by
ψ = 2, cannot account for lunar surface evolution of both small and large craters alike. In other words, rela-
tive to their size, large complex craters are less destructive to the surrounding terrain than small simple cra-
ters, as postulated by Povilaitis et al. (2018). Minton et al. (2019) used ψ = 2 to model the per‐crater
contribution to the degradation state K for craters with D ≤ 200 m. The investigations by Xie et al. (2017)
and Fassett et al. (2018) suggest that the size‐dependent diffusivity κ that mare craters with diameters
800 m ≤ D ≤ 2 km experienced over time goes as κ ∝ D~0.9. In an environment where the production and
degradation function can be approximated by a power law with a constant slope, this corresponds to a sce-
nario in which the average per‐crater contribution to the degradation state K can also be approximated by
ψ = 2 (see the supporting information).

The simulations presented in this paper, in turn, show that the surface evolution of craters with D > 15 km
corresponds most closely to a pre‐Nectarian surface unit when the extra diffusion caused by distal ejecta is
significantly reduced. This scenario is equivalent to a diffusivity exponent of ψ < 2. Thus, as the relative
per‐crater contribution to diffusive degradation decreases with increasing crater size, the exponent ψ must
be scale dependent. In order to determine a scale‐dependent ψ that is equally valid for small and large craters,
further studies of the lunar surface, particularly on the transition between the cookie cutting and the
diffusion‐dominated crater degradation environments, are required. The same applies to the slope of the vis-
ibility function γ. In the γ = 2 case, the relative amount of accumulated K that is needed to fully degrade a
crater is the same for craters of any size. Such simple scale dependence does not take into account the mor-
phologic differences of simple and complex craters, such as d/D ratios (Pike, 1977). It can be expected that the
size‐dependent morphological properties influence the amount of K that is needed in order to completely
degrade a crater. As the visibility of a crater depends on its d/D ratio, it is very likely that γ is scale dependent
as well. However, this requires further studies on the d/D related crater visibility of complex craters.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we simulated the surface evolution of a pre‐Nectarian surface unit to investigate how topo-
graphic diffusion affects the evolution of the earliest lunar terrains. We used a simple scale dependence to
describe both the per‐crater contribution to diffusion and the per‐crater requirement for erasure by diffusion.
We conclude that such simple scale dependence cannot account for crater erasure of small simple and large
complex craters alike and that, relative to their size, large craters are less destructive to their environment
than small craters. This circumstance leads to a diffusion‐dominated degradation regime for small craters
and a cookie cutting‐dominated degradation regime for large craters. Thus, the exponent, which controls dif-
fusion in our simulations, must be scale dependent. A simple scale dependence in the per‐crater contribution
to topographic diffusion (indicated by ψ= 2) can only account for the evolution of a diffusion‐dominated cra-
ter equilibrium, which typically affects small simple craters. Thus, we assume that the diffusion exponent
must decrease with increasing crater diameter. However, in order to determine a realistic model that
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accounts for the surface evolution of small simple and large complex craters alike, further investigations on
the transition between a cookie cutting and a diffusion‐dominated crater degradation regime on the lunar
surface need to be conducted.
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